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(a)                                            (b)                                          (c)  

Figure 1: (a) One frame of the input video. (b) The result of [Zhang et al. 2008]. (c) Our result.

1 Introduction

Video depth reconstruction is a long-term problem in computer vi-
sion. A fair amount of previous work adopts Markov random field
model in depth estimation formulation. Various local prior terms
are included into global smoothness of those optimization frame-
works. However, the estimated depth discontinuities are usually
not consistent with object boundaries and intra-object smoothing is
not well achieved. Such problems are addressed in color segment-
based methods but cannot be solved well when color segments exist
across object boundaries or are not temporarily consistent.

Motivated by object stereo [Bleyer et al. 2011], we propose an ef-
fective object-aware video depth estimation framework. Consistent
object labels and depth values in time sequence gives better oc-
clusion reasoning, thus reducing errors than color segment-based
methods. We compare our result with [Zhang et al. 2008] and it
shows better depth reconstruction on object boundaries (see Fig-
ure 1).

2 Our system

Our framework consists of two stages. In first stage, our system se-
lects key frames of the input video, and then jointly estimates depths
and object labels for each key frame. In second stage, those depth
maps and object maps are warped to intermediate frames. And then
the depth maps of intermediate frames are refined according to the
optimization framework in [Zhang et al. 2008].

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                            (b)               

Figure 2: (a) Color segmentation. (b) Object segmentation.

Temporal Object-Depth Optimization The object-stereo sys-
tem [Bleyer et al. 2011] initializes the object maps by disparity
plane assignment, and detects occlusion region by comparing ob-
ject labels. Since their system unifies object labels by warping the

object map of the reference view to the other view, the object la-
beling of the other view heavily relies on the initial disparity map
of the reference view. Our system projects the disparity planes of
key frames to 3D space and merges transformed planes to unify ob-
ject labels. The object labeling on each key frame still equals the
disparity plane assignment on itself in this updating strategy. There-
fore, the occlusion reasoning is more stable since it is supported by
disparity initialization of multiple images.

Intermediate-frame Depths The object-aware disparity maps of
key frames provide a good guidance of depth estimation on inter-
mediate frames. Depth initialization of each frame is achieved by
fusing warped disparity map of all key frames. The bi-directional
depth fusion improves the depth estimation and reduces holes in
occluded regions than that of mono-directional propagation. We
adopt the energy minimization framework in [Zhang et al. 2008] to
generate complete disparity maps and enhance their temporal con-
sistency.

3 Result and Conclusion

Figure 1 shows one of our experimental cases. Note that the result
of [Zhang et al. 2008] is directly from author’s presentation. We im-
plement their system for disparity map refinement on intermediate
frames, and our result is presented in Figure 1 (c). Since the object
segmentation better separates foreground and background than pure
color segmentation around object boundaries ( see Figure 2 ), the re-
sult shows that our method has better performance on the indicated
regions. In conclusion, we have developed an object-aware video
depth estimation system and the future work is to incorporate video
object cut techniques [Li et al. 2005] to effectively computing layer
assignment for each frame in a video for film post-production.
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